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PREFACE

This document describes the research strategy for a series of mesoscale studies of
Arctic marginal ice zones. The main goal of this program is to gain a better under-

standing of the processes occurring at the ice margin. These processes are relevant to
climate, weather forecasting, petroleum exploration and production, marine trans-
portation, naval operations, and commercial fisheries. In addition, MIZEX will aid
in determining what modifications to existing ice-ocean-atmospheric mnodel :re
needed for better prediction near the ice margin.

These goals are consistent with recommendations made by international scientific
bodies, most notably those of the Joint Scientific Committee (JSC) in its plan for the
World Climate Research Programme (WMO-ICSU, 1981). In this document the
JSC states that for improved modeling it is necessary: "To study the physical pro-
cesses affecting interactions between air, ice and sea at the sea-ice margin and to de-
velop methods for their adequate representation in climate models."

More specific details on initial field programs will be addressed in planning meet-
ings in the near future. In addition, it is anticipated that other aspects of the pro-
gram, such as modeling, will be addressed in future workshops, with the results dis-
tributed in a similar format to this research strategy. It is our hope that this research
program will be of interest both to the research community and to funding agencies.

Comnents on the program by interested researchers are invited and can be ad-
dressed to any of the editors.

The Editors
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MIZEX
A Program for Mesoscale Air-Ice-Ocean Interaction

Experiments in Arctic Marginal Ice Zones

I. Research Strategy

1. INTRODUCTION Various mesoscale experiments with more lim-
ited objectives have been carried out in the MIZ,

The marginal ice zone (MIZ) is the crucial re- including BESEX (Kondratiev et al., 1975),
gion in which the polar air, ice and water masses MIZPAC (Paquette and Bourke, 1979), NORSEX
interact with the temperate ocean and climate sys- (NORSEX, 1981a, b), MIZLANT (Newton and
tems. The exchanges which take place there pro- Piper, 1981), BERING-79 (Bauer and Martin,
foundly influence hemispheric climate and have a 1980) and BERING-81, east Greenland wave-ice
significant effect on petroleum exploration and experiments (Wadhams, 1979; Wadhams and
production, naval operations and commercial Squire, 1980), drifting buoy programs (Vinje,
fisheries. To gain an understanding of these ex- 1977b, 1978) and YMER-80 (Ymer, 1981). The
changes sufficient to permit prediction, there is state of knowledge existing in early 1979 was sum-
need for both a large-scale and a mesoscale re- marized at the Monterey Seasonal Sea Ice Zone
search program. The objective of the large-scale Symposium (Andersen et al., 1980). In October
program is to understand the processes that go- 1980 a workshop was held at Voss, Norway, to de-
vern the annual and interannual variability of the fine the nature of the programs required for a con-
polar ice margins and to relate these to the large- centrated study of the marginal ice zones of the
scale behavior of the atmospheric and oceanic cir- Northern Hemisphere. The mesoscale program
culations. The objective of the mesoscale program which was evolved, to be known as the Marginal
is to understand the physical processes by which Ice Zone Experiment (MIZEX), will last for sev-
ocean, ice, and atmosphere interact in the region eral years and will involve a number of field expe-
of the ice edge. The program scales are inex- riments at different locations and seasons as well
tricably interrelated since many mesoscale pro- as a major modeling effort. The main program
cesses, such as eddies, affect large-scale heat ex- will take place in the North Atlantic and will em-
changes. phasize the lateral and vertical heat and momen-

This document describes mesoscale programs turn exchanges in the air-ice-ocean system. The
for two distinct ice margins adjoining the Arctic accompanying Bering Sea program will emphasize
Ocean: a deep water ice edge in the Fram Strait re- ice dynamics and deformation. Although in very
gion of the Greenland Sea, and a continental shelf different geographical areas, these experiments
ice edge in the Bering Sea. A separate document will share a common equipment pool and will be
(Air-Sea-Ice Research Programs for the 1980s) unified by a common modeling effort. The rest of
will describe the role of this mesoscale program this document describes the research strategy for
within a comprehensive study of sea ice in the the two experiments in turn, beginning with the
global weather and climate system. Greenland Sea.

Li
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2. THE GREENLAND} SE'A EXPERIMENT
000 , NOY N

2.1 Location and timing w /ARLIS I 1965 - ID, , I I

We propose that the deep water mesoscale expe- . PAPANIN 1937 8 'EB

riment be done in the Fram Strait off east Green- -L E " NOV

land. The two main reasons for proposing this
/IcE LIMIT. END OF FEBR /A

I. It is a region of overwhelming import- NANSENN 
-

ance for the exchange of water, heat and U STEPANSSON 24L , ,

other quantities between the North Atlantic KIILERICH (CURRENT NORTI4

and Arctic Oceans. vELocT, , ,/!*,j SaY a
2- It allows a natural continuation and ex- /FLATE SUMMER LIMIT 2

OF GREENLAND 2R

panion of existing programs such as NOR- CURRENT I . -
SEX, MIZLANT, YMER-80, and drifting DENMARK STRAIT 0 2

°

ice buoy programs. A ,

The bathymetry of the region is shown in Figure \
I and the general circulation is schematically pre- - , JAN MAYEN

sented in Figure 2. Figure 3, from Vinje (1977a),, / .O'
shows the median and extreme ice edge limits for 0 1!0
summer and winter months over a ten-year period,
illustrating the range of interannual variability "" '
and the impossibility of specifying the deployment , , ",. "
position exactly. Figure 4 (SCOR, 1979), covering -0 ') ,'
a short period in spring, illustrates the high ice vel-
ocities which are attainable near the Fram Strait r-
ice edge and shows that the downstream drift dur-
ing the perird of the experiment is likely to be Figure 2. Late summer currents, average ice margins,
large and to involve considerable shear between and positions of two manned drifting stations at the
the extreme ice edge and the interior ice. end of each month. (After Einarsson, 1972.)
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Figure 3. Mean and extreme sea ice limits at the end of each month for the years 1966-
1974 (after Vinje, 1977a). The extreme range for '. sea ice cover is bounded by the dot-
ted area, while the thick black line is the median limit for the decade and the dashed
line is the 1975 limit.
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downwelling and along-ice jets.

- ,° 0 ,o The timing for the summer and winter experi-
IGREENLAND /ARCTIC OCEAN mrents was determined through assessment of the

/.V 10  / times at which the most important atmospheric ice
and oceanic processes occur. The conclusions are

U / ,as follows:

M -, .

20 30l11 1 ll 1I LI 1lI1!1 Ic I

, /JFast ice L i dc.....I.lI " d sl' "111 1f. - -I- / [ [- ice edge \1.lt, 1llt t' I'mtodl ~

1"?-Speed (cm sec-'1, Fron these and from logistical consideration,,, we
I decided that the optimum periods for each of the

I icour' 4. Dri!f ostrVatiol.s11)0'o l1and.st iflug('r, six-week experiments are:
21 .lpril-7 .\hjiv /970 ((Ili'r St'OR, /979), cont- Sunimer-mid-July to end of August (1983)
Iour't'd tit /(1 coi %, Intlerl'ts. Winier-nid-February to end of' March (1985)

2.2 Processes and research strateg
In this section we describe tihe air -ice-occanl

The Greenland Sea MIZEX requires at least two processes which we believe to be important in the

major field experiments, one during the summer MI IZ, and explain how the available platforms will

period of ice melt and one during winter. We pro- be utili/ed io investigate them. For convcniencc

pose that the first experiment be a summer experi- the processes and neasurement strategies arc sub-

ment and that it take place in 1983, to be followed divided under five headings (atmospheric mea-

by a winter experiment in 1985. surcelints, oceanography, ice, acoustics and

The initial deployment will take place within a re,;,ote sensing). Ilowever, it ,,,it.1 he' understood

box 2(X) km on a side enclosing equal areas of ice II (it all ol/the ,ro('cv~ets. are i1tolllla'I conne'('ed

and open water. We choose this scale because it in- / r /i'i'ttlt"ih'A and h caus'-and-eA'c'1 /)ICWalit s

eludes the scales of critical processes occurring S, th 0( i/O'm''5 .stand's alone'. Careful Cx-
within the MIZ. Long ocean swell penetrates the perimental design aided by initial modeling is

ice detectably for at least 100 km and can break ip therefore wital so ibat the crucial variables are

ice floes for tens of kilometers in from the edge; measured at proper time and space scales.

ice thickness and floe size characteristics differ
radically from those of the interior ice for a dis- 2.2.1 Atmospheric measurements

tance of at least 100 kin from the ice edge; There are two main reasons for making a com-

ice-water eddies have diameters from 10 to 60 km; plete set of meteorological measurements during

atmospheric boundary layer modification occurs the MIZ experiment. First, the wind stress on the

within about 30 km of the ice edge; and large ice ice and the surface energy budget are fundamental

edge motions under off-ice winds affect the outer- variables in many of the processes being investi-
most 100 km. gated and so are also essential elements of any nu-

The duration of each experiment will be about merical model of the MIZ. Second, because air
six weeks. not including ship and aircraft passage llowing across the ice-ocean boundary experi-

time. This length of time will allow the exposure ences an abrupt change in surface roughness, tem-

of the experimental area to a variety of ice, atmo- perature, and moisture, MIZEX is a unique op-

spheric, and oceanic conditions. Several cyclones portunity for studying boundary layer modifica-
will likely pass through the area, causing both on- tion.

ice and off-ice winds. Further, this period will Meteorological measurements will be made
allow observations of frontal deformations; fine both on the pack ice and over the ocean adjacent
structure formation and decay; the location, defi- to the ice edge. The measurements at ice and ocean

nition and tracking of eddies; and perhaps up- and buoys deployed within the experimental area will

4



iclIude. [the '.1an dard metecorological s a iable - tll st probe tmounried onl a ii aire ra ft is particii at-I y

sMud speedI and direction. temuperature, aild tll- talabke in a N-Ill experimnrt. I he resuling large-

niidilt. In addition, at complete set of tot bitlence sCale averages of1 stress call he estrapolaied to str-

t11is arid radiatO onlinasore~itnts atl [Ile ice camlp lace % allies. I hesc will provide itiltortait data in

and at ai station ol fil te ice "sill CominplemoentI the lie ininmcdi ate ice edge a rea,, in accessibhe bv other

sta ndaird inci ological obsers atioils. icans. Ili add itiont, arealI a e rages of ice stress ii -

Ih ti echrtolog , not% exists lot inaking these tillt- regrate thie effect of' the ridges, in the ice pack.

bulecec tlitasurlietit s in at polat , Inliri etii'toii- I hese St Ies N% aILueCs m1a v be sigili ficarttI li hgher

inentl (e.g. I hotic~ ci al., 1973; Andreas arid Paul- than point values,, ats shiowni iii AIDJIX data. Us-

so t, I 979; Aniitas ci A_ I. 979). Hi hretor e. hle- Inrg iliespensi SC, C5 perda ble a i rsotdes, wlr iCli

cauitsC iinut ivsear ice is suich at stable plat lot 0, an inca sure pltes ire, tcipta tute, dess port, anrd

turboulenice tricasuirelet s possible ove Ctlanid s intd speed atd direction, is anote 11ruincihodo I c\x

should also be possible at the mianned driftling sft- aiiige [lie boundary layer.

ioins. At ios plicric tithoidence iiica sorerilt i a

sea swill be mote difficult than at the ice camip be- 2.2.2 O.cemnogiraphtic iiieasu.50io'iti

ca iisc ofI platfot in inistabilityv . Althio ugh tuLirbulIenice 2.2.2.1I Intodoci ion. Occan0i e pheniomnra iii

tfartsduners at thle min ii occan iitat ion canl be ideri- i le imiarg inalI ice ion e, such ats eddies, ftowiis aiid

tcal to those at i lie ice caiip. sotliC met hod of pre- fiFI iie sifOc t, comi ion cOil li- anrd doss n welIiiig,

tentinig ssasc action 1toiti afflecting thie oceanic arid iniching aiid i reeling, cause horoiital arid

tieasotcenis s%%ill be necessaryt. Altetrial iscls. all s ert cal gradients of' tile oceanographic s ariables.

thlea so rcents co l d be imade frot a ship atid filie I liese grad iciit s lead to sitrong secontdary hoIio (ni-

il o ss coould be footnid s\%till thle iniiaI- di ssi pat ion fil aa id vertical cite ulhiiotis. Such ci rcu lat ions cant

riicthod WIorid ei al.-, 1971 Chiamipagneie cill. criticallY affect (Ilie horitontal arid vertical heat

1977). and miont rurn1 Fluxes at thle ice edge. IThe follow-

Becauiise ice inot ion in thle mia rgi na I/otti clearlIy intg act ioii describhes at Programi to xi udv thlese ex-

respoiids to 55 inrd to rci ig onl a syniiopt ic scale. it is clianiges wvithI part icfit hiemiph as is or, ocean eddies.-

itliportatit to kn [toic i tress field throughout a re- 2.2.2.2 F&ddyl 1;;o1io'nio' 01)(1 fransviorl. At the

goit several hundred kilometers iii diamieter ceri- inigitial ice /one baroclitie instabilities aiid rue-

tercd (in the espcriininal area. T-his stress field atiders controlled by topography genierare eddies.

cart be obtained by buloy pressure rmeasuremnitts Local, iitetisise curl of' thle wind stress may also

fron ta larve-scale array. Barike eli a!. 11980) have generate eddies. Eddies iii the ice edge region

recent lv shows ii, iowes \er. that the wind field is not probaibly represent anl important mnechanism for

enough for comlptiniig strtess oin ice: the drag coef'- heat tranisfer across [tlie ice edge and front. They

f icierit depends si torigls onl the surface r oughness, also cause acoustic propagation arid scattering

otiseqJUeitly, ice roiughiness iii the cxperiniiental aiotiialies. Eddies observed iiifthe [rain Strait atid

area arid over ilie stress array should be surveyed. Gireenlanid Sea MIlZ arc generally cyclonic arid

Airbornec laser prtlilonict r I Hiblet. 1975) seems scem to develop in t sso ways,; they may propagate

to be Ithe best mect hod fom such at large-scale surv ey, outwards frn the ice edge, as observed northwest

T he comlpuitat ion of' heat *iitXes using bulk aero0- of' Ssalbardi in NORSEX ( 1981 b) or t hey niay fold

dynaniiic formutlate based onl data collected by the back arid transport warmi water deep inside the

WC buoys, wsill depend on tlie success of the turbo- ice-covered region, as observed in 1-rani Strait

lence svalues of" the bulk aerodynamiic coefficients (Wadhariis etita., 1979) and oil YMER-80. The ice

for sensible aiid Wient heat over ice. I lie measure- coset. miakes it poissible toi detect tlie surface effect(

riert otf i liorpe el all. (1973) and Ilicks and Mar- of' a Ml / eddy ,ite lie ice can act as at tracer for

ill (1972) range fromn 5 - 10 ) to 2.5 , 10) . I he thle polar water utider mnoderate wind condition.

priniarN goal. then, of' the turbulence measure- Ili th regioin north of' Svalbard, SAR iiiiagerv

fieni s at thle ice cartip wPill be to mieasure the bulk and in) situ observations during surnier (NOR'-

ransfer coefficietits for senisible arid Went heat SEX, 1981 b) inidicated the presence of eddies with

(over sea ice. Kniowsledge of the drag coefficient diameters of 5 to 101 km.l which compares well with

and ohl tilie bulk t ratisfer coefficients for sensible ( lie barocliriic radius of deforitiat ioit. The svertical

arid laent heat is better over the ocean (Garrati, scale was 1(X)-I50 ill, while the mixed layer depth

1977; Smith, 1990), and is conisidered adequtate for was of' lie olider of 20 in DuPririg wirnter, when

\1-Il/X puirpoises. conivectiont cauises thie ixed layer to deepen to IMX

The technique of measuring the stress using the iii. otie might expect that the horizonital scale of'

eddy coirrelation method on data obtained from a the eddies will incrnease by a factor it two or three.
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Iddies along the ice edge in the Fram Strait and ships so that the CI) sections and drifting buoys
further south in the Greenland Sea have also been can be placed correctly. It' a submarine is avail-
seen in satellite imagery (Vinje, 1977b) and from able, sections should be run across the ice edge at
in situ observ.ation (Wadhams et al., 1979). different depths, sampling with a velocimeter or,

An eddy investigation requires real time analysis preferably, with a specially mounted Ci) system.

of observations from microwave renote sensing By steering constant courses and recording posi- t

anid in situ observation. When an eddy starts to lions, the horizontal current shear can also be
form, the eddy investigation requires a dedicated estimated.
ship. This would have to be an icebreaker or ice- 2.2.2.4 Tidal and inertial oscalations. Near-
strengthened ship, since the eddy often carries ai inertial and baroclinic tidal motions in an interact-
ice cover with it. A dense grid of CTD stations is ing icefield can produce appreciable convergences
required, covering the entire eddy and its en- and divergences in the ice pack (e.g., Hibler et al.,
-irons. [ agrangian devices drifting at different 1974). Periodic compression of new ice alternates
leels should be deployed, bott on tie ice and in with the formation of ice and brine in open water
the open water. The eddy should be tracked until under freezing conditions. In summer the ice floes
it dissipates or propagates out of the experimental respond strongly to transient winds, producing in-
area. During the eddy tracking remote sensing ob- ertial motions (McPhee, 1978); in winter the ice
servations at regular time intervals are needed, pack is more compact and not so responsive

2.2.2.3 Ocean Jronts. Several frontal systems (Thorndike and Colony, 1980). More generally,
are present in the experimental region. In the the region of significant tidal/inertial response can
northern part of Frain Strait, the cold, low salinity be quite narrow, and relatively intense where the
arctic surface layer and wariner and higher salinity shelf break (baroclinic tidal generation tone) and
water of Atlatitic origin converge, thereby causing the MIZ are nearly coincident.
a front off the ice edge. During summer the den- To study such motions requires the use of direc-
sity field of this frontal zone is primarily deter- tional arrays, and the monitoring should ideally be
mined by the salinity due to the melting of ice. The continued for the duration of MIZEX. Sampling
position of this front appears to be partially or should be done through the surface layer and
perhaps primarily controlled by the position of the pycnocline (upper 200 m or so) at least hourly and
ice edge and we therefore call this an "ice edge at three to five locations on a scale of 5-10 kin. It
controlled front." Farther south this front contin- should extend from 5- 10 km inside the ice to 5-10
ues as a strong permanent feature separating the km outside. The instruments, measuring horizon-
Last Greenland Current (EGC) polar water from tal velocity as well as temperature and salinity, will
the warmer, more saline Greenland Sea water. The be suspended from ice floes; this raises the compli-
FGC polar water forms a wedge-shaped mass cation that quasi-Lagrangian rather than Eulerian
again.: the coast, with the inclination of the front measurements are being made, requiring care in
being about I in 1(XX) and its surface trace cor- interpretation.
responding roughly with the summer ice edge. 2.2.2.5 Upwelling. Changes in wind stress
There is considerable velocity shear across the across the ice edge can introduce upwelling or
front. In the northern Greenland Sea an "upwell- downwelling. These chanpes can occur due to the
ing front" has also been observed (Buckley et al. ice interaction or to modifications to the atno-
1979) which is transient in nature. spheric boundary layer stability or drag coeffi-

An experimental study of the ice edge front con- cient. Evidence of ice edge upwelling was obtained
sists of traversing the experimental area with lines in an investigation north of Svalbard in December
of closely spaced CTI) stations. The lines will ex- 1977 (Buckley et al., 1979). Upwelling is a tran-
tend into the ice as far and as often as practicable. sient phenomenon and needs to be detected during
It should be noted that this technique is a neces- the field program before an intensive investigation
sa; y adjunct also to characterizing water struc- is carried out. The scale of the upwelling is a zone
tures associated with eddies and ice streamers near up to 10 km wide stretching seaward from the ice
the ice edge as well as isolated eddies. Because of edge. The duration of the upwelling is dependent
the dynamic nature of the MIZ, remote sensing of on the wind persistence. During winter, when
the surface and of ice will he indispensable heavier water is upwelled, it is cooled at the sur-
because it can allow real-time control of the expe- face; when wind forcing relaxes, downward con-
riment. This requires that real-time processing and vection starts and may lead to intermediate water
preliminary analysis be done on the observations formation.
performed by the aircraft, drifting buoys, and

6



An upwelling progran should hasc the ,ame the ice (Wadhams, 1978a) and can break up floes
mapping plan as an eddN or front progrii. [irst, through Ilexure for tens of kilometers. As they
Jone, of upwelling must be detected. Ihereafter, penetrate, the waves decay exponentially through
frequent cross sections along the ice edge must bc scattering by floes and other mechanisms (Squire
sampled and supported by aircraft remote snsing and Moore, 1980), with a decay coefficient that
observations. [agrangian surface and subsurface varies approximately as frequency squared, so
drifters must be deployed in a proper grid. It is im- that the shorter waves are damped more quickly.
portant to carry out three-dimensional mapping of The result is a floe size distribution in which the
the upwelling region in order to be able to discrita- maximum floe size increases with distance into the
inate among an upelling event, frontal mean- pack. Surface waves also affect ice dynamic,,
dcrs, and an eddy boundary, and also to establish through the radiation pressure exerted on floes b\
the relationships between these related a wave which suffers partial reflection at a flot
phenomena. edge. Theories now exist to predict the reflection

2.2.2.6 S mall scale protes:.st . Below, the scales coefficient, and hence the radiation pressure, for a
of eddies and fronts a variety of mechanisms exist floe of given dimensions in a given wave field. The
to transfer heat and salt. These include breaking radiation pressure due to incident waves always
internal waves and convection--both classic con- acts to keep the ice edge compact (it is a com-
section caused by oserturning at the surface and pressive body force on any area element of the
double-diffusive convection caused by the warm icefield), but if any major openings exist within
underlying Atlantic water. The latter type of con- the icefield, a local fetch-limited sea may generate
section manifests itself as fine structure. Our con- its own downwind radiation pressure on floes; this
cern with these phenomena is due to the fact that is the basis of one theory for the generation of ice
each of them, regardless of scale, contributes to edge bands by an off-ice wind.
the overall heat flux and ice melting rate. Experiments to study waves in the MIZ must

The surface mixed layer during summer in the take account of the directional nature of the wave
ice edge region is shallow with a strong stratifica- field. A directional wave buoy outside the pack
tion. Observations from the beginning of winter monitors incident and reflected wave energy, while
(December) show that convection has increased telemetering accelerometer buoys are needed to
the mixed layer thickness to 100 m or more in the monitor both the upwind and downwind ends of
ice edge region. This convection may be especially the band. Airborne SAR can detect the directional
intense because the rapidly growing new ice can be wave spectrum in open water and in icefields, and
swept away from the zone by !he wind, thereby al- can be used to monitor wave refraction across an
losing more ice to form with a high degree of salt ice edge; this refraction may be due in part to vel-
rejection. The same phenomenon will also take ocity shear, but this can be determined by surface
place in leads and polynyas. current observations so that the pure refraction (if

In areas where fronts are generated due to the any) associated with an ice edge can be seen.
presence of ice, fine structure is generally found
close to the ice edge. The presence of such fine 2.2.3 Ice
structure indicates that small scale transfer of heat 2.2.3. I Ice dynamics. In the MIZ the ice cover is
and salt is taking place. The internal wave field more fragmented than ice in the central pack, with
can be anticipated to be intense and complicated substantial variations in compactnevs. These MI7
in the MIZ, which may be both a source and sink characteristics have an unknown ,fect ott the ice
for internal waves. For mixing dynamics and dynamics. Of particular interest is the role of in-
acoustic considerations, it is important to charac- ternal ice stress as compared to wind and water
terie the directional spectra of internal wave stresses and inertial forces.
energy, and the horizontal and vertical energy Internal ice stress. On the large scale the inter-
fluxes into and out of the MIZ. nal ice stress has a rectifying effect on motion in

The use of ice as a platform for studying these the marginal ice zone. In particular, under on-ice
small scale processes is attractive because of the winds, this stress tends to reduce further conver-
stability it provides for high-resolution data gence after the ice has been sufficiently compact-
records. ed. Off-ice winds, on the other hand, can cause

2.2.2.7 Surfjce waves. Surface waves are a ma motion with little ice resistance. Such features are
jor factor determining the structure of the ice in characteristic of the plastic rheologies used in
the MIZ. The longer swells from storms in the large scale models (e.g. Hibler, 1979; Coon, 1980).
Greenland Sea can penetrate for over 100 km into However, superimposed on such a rectifying ef-
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fect, random bumping or rotation of floes may km. While not as accurately positioned as the
produce an effective pressure term. Reed and transponders, these buoys will provide an effective
O'Brien (1981) speculate that such an unconfined monitoring of the outer boundaries of the ex-
pressure may be a mechanism causing a jet-like perimental area.
motion at the ice edge. 2.2.3.2 he struc'ure and ihernodvnanfic.s. In

Measurement of the mesoscale sea ice kine- the summer the MIZ ice ablates more rapidly than
matics together with monitoring of the accelera- the interior ice for the following reasons. First, the
tion of selected floes can greatly aid in determin- open ocean acts as a large heat source. Second,
ing the nature of the ice rheology near the ice edge. open water within the pack ice absorbs solar radia-
Through analysis of this deformation field in con- lion which then increases both the bottom and lat-
junction with observed wind and current fields, we eral melt rates. Third, although the lateral area of
can determine if such rectification effects occur. a floe may be small when compared with the bot-
In addition, determination of ice floe trajectories tom area, the loss of ice due to collisions which
allows the calculation of the amount of tidal and fracture small ice pieces from the floe edge may
inertial energy in the velocity field; also the pre- yield considerable ablation. Finally, the absence
sence of ice jets can be verified or disproved. Sec- of deep pressure ridge keels in the MIZ indicates
ond. data from horizontally mounted accelerom- that rapid erosion and break-up of ice keels takes
eters may be used to determine mean free floe place.
paths and to possibly correlate these path lengths In the winter, the presence of frazil and pancake
with the mean ice velocity field, compactness and ice in the MIZ represents the major difference
floe size distributions. These data will be particu- from the interior arctic ice. Both inside and out-
larly important in verification of localized models, side the main ice edge, ice growth begins as a soup

Inertial ef/"ects. The combination in the MIZ of suspended ice crystals called frazil ice. Then
of small floe size and the unconsolidated nature of when the suspension reaches a critical density
the ice allows significant kinetic energy to be which is a function of the water temperature,
stored in inertial oscillations of the ice and oceanic salinity, and the degree of agitation, the ice
boundary layer. While the trajectories of adjacent coalesces into small pancakes about I m across.
floes may be initially coherent, floe collisions The effective ice thickness (ice volume per unit sea
could both destroy this coherence and damp the surface area) can be several tenths of a meter, but
oscillations. Under rapid growth conditions this the vertical heat flux is scarcely reduced so that
random bumping may be reduced by ice forma- growth rate and associated brine rejection are still
tion. Analysis of the mesoscale kinematics can de- very large. Ice growth rates of up to 0. 1 m hr ' can
termine the coherence, damping and propagation be maintained for long periods of time as the
of inertial oscillations. These measurements can young ice is swept away by the wind (Martin,
be combined with CTD and current time series 1981); the brine rejected causes intense convection
measurements at several locations to analyze the of the surface water.
boundary layer characteristics. To measure the important elements of small

Ex erimnental de.sign. To carry out a kine- scale heat transport involved in ice ablation and
matic study relevant to ice dynamics, we propose growth requires a continuous program to be un-
to deploy an array of about six all-weather micro- dertaken from the drifting ice station. One com-
wave transponders in a 30-km-square region inside ponent of this will be the direct measurement of
the ice edge. Accelerometers will be located at vertical and lateral ablation growth by standard
several transponder sites. Positions of these trans- probe and surveying methods and of the disinte-
ponders relative to a manned ice station will be gration of ice keels by divers. A second compo-
remotely monitored at half-hour intervals with nent. based on laboratory experiments (Josberger
- 10 m accuracy. The area enclosed by the array and Martin, 1981) and existing studies in NOR-
will be covered by aerial photography or SAR im- SEX (Gebhart and Andunson, 1980) will be meas-
agery at approximately two-day intervals and, urements of the following parameters:
ideally, underflown by a grid of submarine sonar 0 transient internal ice temperature fields, with
profiles. Transponders should be marked in such a multiple arrays of thermocouples frozen into
way that they show up on SAR and aerial photo- the ice;
graphic imagery. The array will be redeployed if it * fast-response temperature and velocimeter
becomes excessively deformed. This mesoscale ar- traverses and salinity sampling in leads and
ray will be embedded in a larger scale array of under the ice;
Argos buoys at a nominal spacing of about 100 e air-ice and water-ice interface temperatures
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* solar and diffuse sky radiation fluxes; sient forcing of any kind. As a result a number of
* thermal diffusivity of the ice; characteristic ice edge phenomena have been ob-
* radiation absorption into the ice and underly- served, none of which has been fully explained,

ing water, but all of which are important to the maintenance
In addition, an attempt should be made to deploy of ice edge position and to lateral exchanges of
an optical visualization system under the ice to heat and mass. They include:
detect the convective motions in the water. e the formation of a band or a series of bands

2.2.3.3 Ice tol~ogruphy. It is of the greatest in- parallel to the ice edge, each band being 0. 1I-
portance to know the ice thickness characteristics km in width and up to 10 km in length;
across the marginal ice zone. All thermodynamic e the stripping away of ice from the edge to form
and dynamic calculations for icefields depend on streamers perpendicular to the ice edge and a
knowledge of the ice thickness characteristics. The few hundred meters apart;
only way to obtain this knowledge reliably is by 0 a general diffusion of the ice edge under an
submarine sonar profiling. Manual methods (hole off-ice wind, with formation of whirl-or eddy-
drilling) are prohibitively laborious and do not shaped patterns of ice drift;
yield a statistically valid sample, while other sur- * the drawing away of ice into long wavelength
face sensing methods such as impulse radar sound- meanders and into eddies formed by baroclin-
ing have not been developed to the point where ic instability of the ice edge front.
they work reliably for sea ice. The only above-sur- Many mechanisms have been proposed for band
face method of real usefulness is airborne laser and streamer production, including atmospheric
profiling (Hibler, 1975): it is useful in itself for roll vortices, drag reduction through bottom melt-
yielding top surface roughness for boundary layer ing, the conflicting radiation pressures of an off-
analysis, and as a result of comparative ice fetch-limited sea and an incoming swell, non-
laser-sonar studies (e.g. Wadhams, 1981a) it is linear ice interaction in the presence of time-vary-
now% possible to infer a great deal about the ice ing wind fields, interaction with rotary tides, and
thickness distribution from the results of laser interaction with internal wave fields.
profiling. Experiments to study these phenomena require

Ideally, a naval submarine should be deployed dedicated use of a ship for tracking during the life-
%,ithin the experimental area. It would be equipped time of the feature under study. A number of floes
with an upward-looking sonar, a sidescan sonar to are selected to define the feature and instrumented
give information on the spatial structure of bot- with radar transponders, telemetering ice wave ac-
tom roughness (Wadhams, 1978b) and a sound ye- celerometers and compasses, and flags for aerial
locity or conductivity temperature sensor to re- recognition. The floe thickness and bottom char-
cord water structure across the polar front. It acteristics should be measured (using divers for
would run a grid of profiling lines across the expe- the bottom) and directional wave buoys are placed
rimental area, with special concentration on the nearby to define the wave field. A companion ex-
area of the ice deformation experiment where per- periment, not necessarily to be done at the same
haps its track can be guided by transponders in- time, involves total instrumentation of an isolated
serted through the ice. On a larger scale it would small floe, including anemometer and current
be of tremendous benefit to have a series of sonar meter string, to determine whether McPhee's
transects across the entire width of the East Green- (1981) drag laws for free ice drift need to be modi-
land pack ice at various latitudes, with a connect- fied for small floes at the ice edge.
ing longitudinal line, to assess the downstream
progression of ice characteristics; this need not 2.2.4 Acoustics
take place simultaneously with the mesoscale ex- The marginal ice zone is one of the most vari-
periment. If a naval submarine is unavailable, ef- able environments encountered by an underwater
forts should be made to deploy a submersible with acoustician. Among the potential complexities are
sufficient endurance to at least profile a grid under variations in the sound speed profile (SSP) caused
the ice deformation experiment. Airborne laser by oceanic fronts and eddies and the character of
profiling of the same tracks as the submarine is the ice/water surface near the MIZ. The SSP var-
highly desirable. iations have a dominant effect on long range, low

2.2.3.4 Smallscale ice edRe effects. The extreme frequency sound propagation for passive sonar
outer edge of the ice is most subject to the environ- systems while the ice/water surface introduces
mental stress of the open sea, especially to the ef- scattering phenomena at higher frequencies in the
feet of waves, and responds most readily to tran- operation of active systems. Moreover, ice activity
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and breaking waves lead to ambient noise which is * the coherence of transmitted sound fields
distributed across all frequency bands. The impor- e directional ambient noise spectra
tant point is that the complex oceanic ice and at- * acoustics signature and noise generation me-
mospheric processes at the MIZ strongly influence chanism of specific noise sources such as ice
the sound propagation, so it is imperative that fracture, collisions or rafting
acoustic experiments be done simultaneously with 9 reverberation (backscattering) around the
the monitoring of these processes during MIZEX. MIZ, including multifrequency backscatter to
A further objective is to determine if there is suffi- monitor biomass.
cient stability in the acoustic field for it to be a In addition, experiments can be carried out to as-
useful synoptic measure of the MIZ processes. sess whether there are any acoustic paths stable
The SSP is strongly modulated by processes in the enough to determine the relevant dynamic scales
upper ocean and this influences the acoustic pro- in the MIZ, and to determine the minimum num-
pagation in three ways. ber of acoustic channels to achieve a reliable prop-

2.2.4.1 A'Iultilmih. The mnultipath structure, or agation condition. Sidescan and upward -looking
time spreading, is determined by the character of sonar profiling to determine ice bottom roughness
both the spatial and time-dependent SSP in the have already been described, and, if the MIZ lies
NIIZ. For example, some of the recent NORSEX over a sheif, bottom refraction and reflection ex-
and Nasal Research Laboratory data indicate periments should be done using sources deployed
local surface ducts. Depending upon their from the manned drifting station to determine the
thickness and gradient relative to "cut off" nature of the sea bed from an acoustic point of
criteria, these ducts can support low-loss near- view.
surface propagation modes. A converse to this is
that the multipath structure is governed by the 2.2.5 Remote sensing
oceanic environment, so it is important to deter- 2.2.5.1 Aircraft remote sensing. Aircraft rc-
mine if this multipath can be "inverted" to mote sensing is an essential part of all mesoscalc
"measure" the environment, marginal ice zone experiments. It is the onls ssa,

2.2.4.2 fluctuutions. Dynamical changes in the to obtain mesoscale synoptic information at Ire
oceanic environment alter the multipath con- quent enough time intervals and at sufficient!y
tnuously; in particular, very small changes in the high resolution of crucial sea ice and ocean param-
resulting SSP affect the relative phasing of these eters, i.e. ice concentration and ocean ssae ,pec-
paths significantly. This leads to fluctuations, or tra. In this regard, it is fortunate that MIZ/EX sas
frequency spreading of transmitted signals preceded by a decade of intensive sea ice and
through the MIZ. ocean remote sensing experiments-AID Ji NX, BL-

2.2.4.3 Coherence. In uniformly stratified SEX, and NORSEX-in which active and passive
oceanic environments acoustic wavefronts are microwave observational techniques %ere ex-
sery coherent horizontally. This coherence is an plored and improved. During BESEX (Gloersen et
important parameter for arrays in the detection al., 1975) and AIDJEX (Campbell et al., 1978) se-
and localiiation of sources of acoustic radiation. quential microwave remote sensing aircraft flights
lateral variations in this stratification, such as were used during various seasons and weather
those which occur near the MIZ, reduce this conditions to measure ice concentration over tries-
coherence and degrade the performance of an ar- oscale areas as large as 2 . 10' km- at intervals of
ra s sstem. Since arrays are the primary means of several days. During the NORSEX 1979 experi-
obtaining directional information for both scien- ment (NORSEX, 1981b), sequential imaging radar
tific investigation and sonar systems, it is impor- mapping by aircraft provided mesoscale high reso-
tant to determine their effectiveness near the MIZ. luion data on the structure of the MIZ and on

2.2.4.4 l.kerimnentu( design. The basic ex- ocean eddies and waves.
perimental arrangement consists of a source ship The success of MIZEX depends on obtaining
outside the ice edge and a receising array inside sufficient flight time with the correct mix of air-
deployed from the manned drifting station; addi- craft and sensors so that the mesoscale experiment
ti nal sonohuoy, will he inerted through the ice. areas can be overflown every 2-3 days during the
Measurements t:.9 Then he made ot: 6-8 week period of each experiment. A variety of

- propagation tiniuding lorward scattering) aircraft are needed. High altitude aircraft carrying
under the ice imaging radars are needed to acquire sequential

e fluctuation tatiltic, and temporal scales ot radar images of the entire experiment area. Low
signals receied across the M4IZ level aircraft flights with passive microwave sen-
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Table 1. Key sea ice and ocean parameters and sensors.
I = prime sensor; 2 = auxiliary sensor

Imaging Radar Passive Scatter- Laser Gust Photog- Infrared Infrared
radar altimeter microwave ometer profilometer probe raphy imager profiler AXBT

Ice concentration 2 2 I - - - 2 - - -

Ice type 2 - l I - - 2 - - -

Ice roughness 2 - - 2 I . . . . .

Surface wind - - - - I - - - -

*. lover ice)

Surface wind - I -- I - - - J

(over water)

Ocean waves I I - I 2 . . ..-

Sea surface temp - - I .. . . I I -

(O'ean temp. profiles . .... . . . . I-

sors, scatterometers, laser profilometers, and pho- I. An i'ebreaker equipped with two helicopter,,.
tography are necessary to acquire data on a variety to work continuously within the ice-covered /one
of sea ice and ocean parameters at selected loca- of the experimental area, carrying out CTI) rap-
lions within the experiment area. Table I lists the ping and deploying and retrieving buoy arrays. It t

key parameters to be observed and the sensors that will also be a platform for one CODAR (Coastal
will be used to observe them. Ocean Dynamics Radar) unit, and for surface mi-

2.2.5.2. Mlicrowave prowertie of sea ice. Sur- crowase measurements of sea ice.
face-based measurements of microwave properties 2. A Irifling we slalio to be set up within the
of sca ice (e.g. emissivities, scattering coefficients, box at thc beginning of the experiment and to re-
relative permittivity) arc needed for quantitative main in place throughout the six weeks unless ab-
interpretation of aircraft and satellite microwave solute necessity requires relocation. It will serve as
remote sensing. These properties will be measured a base for ice dynamics, ice structure, microwave,
from an icebreaker or drifting ice station to check and thermodynanics measurements, and for occ-
the validity of the present estimates at different anic observations which require duration rather
seasons and in different geographical areas. than spatial coverage. It will be a convenient base

Ihere is also an indication that the thickness of for mansy kinds of chemical and biological sam-
newly formed ice may be estimated from micro- pling. The optimnlu type of drifting station is a
wave measurements (NORSEX 1981b). Confirma- ship equipped with a helicopter, possibly a sealer-
lion of this also needs extensive surface-based icebreaker of the Poarsirkel type, since this pro-
study iti regions of" ice formation (e.g. in polynyas vides an excellent living and working platform in-
and at the ice edge). dependent of resupply. Further, this station could

serve as tlte coordinating center for the experi-

2.3 A scheme for the experiment rnent, since there will be several ships atid aircraft
I he summer experiment is described in this sec- involved in simultaneous operations.

tion. The winter experiment will be designed simi- 3. An ie-sretngthened shi, to carry out work
larly, with modifications dependent oti the results along the ice edge itself, concentrating on ice and
of this summer program and the Bering Sea winter ocean processes at the very edge and doing CTD
experiments. mapping.

4. A research ship without ice strengthening to
2.3. I I'atformis required carry out the primary CTD mapping in open water,

To carry out a six-week program with maximum to deploy and retrieve buoys, and to act as source
efficiency, and to successfully accomplish all of ship for the acoustic experiments.

the measurements required, the following plat- 5. Suhmarine. If this is a naval submarine, it

forms are needed. will carry out sonar profiling of the ice underside,
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together with sound velocity profiling across wind stress measurement and active and passive
fronts and, if suitably adapted, XBT or CTD microwave sensors for measurement of ocean
measurements. If a submersible is available, it will and ice characteristics. Wind stress measure-
carry out the same tasks but in a more specific ment is required at least every 3 days and more
way, operating, for instance, in concert with par- frequently during cyclone passages.
ties from the drifting station so that simultaneous 7. Satellites. The high-resolution visible and in-
studies of the ice underside, topside and structure frared imagery from the forthcoming Landsat and
can be made. For a naval submarine it is likely NOAA satellites will provide useful correlative
that no liaison in the field can take place between data for MIZEX when weather permits. More val-
the submarine and the surface vessels, and that the uable in the field will be real-time imagery from
results will be subject to pre-processing to remove Tiros-N and Nimbus satellites received on board
sensitive information before declassification, to give the instantaneous position and shape of the

6. Aircraft. The following remote sensing pro- ice edge. Regarding microwave imagery, which
gram from aircraft is required to fulfill the needs would be of the greatest value, the Nimbus-7
of the mesoscale program. SMMR may have ceased to function by 1983 and

a. SAR mapping of the experimental area the next available sensor will be the DMSP-SSMI
every 3 days during the six-week period. When (Satellite Scanning Microwave Instrument), due
special events occur, e.g. a storm, mapping fre- for launch in early 1984.

quency should be increased to daily. 8. Buoys. The satellite-tracked or telemetering
b. Passive and active microwave data to be unmanned buoy is a highly cost-effective means of

obtained from the same aircraft as SAR (in pro- collecting data. Such buoys will play a vital part in
filing and imaging mode) and infrared/photo- the large-scale monitoring program that will be
graphy/laser profiles and if possible AXBTs. part of MIZEX. Their use in the mesoscale pro-
This should be done under different environ- gram is described in the next section.
mental conditions and during special events
such as storms. 2.3.2 Design of the array

c. A combined meteorological and remote The ice dynamics experiment essentially consists
sensing aircraft fitted with a gust probe for of an ice motion monitoring program fixed in a

200kn
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Eddy
o Ice Transponder

A Cyclesonde
] Argus Buoy

Open Water C Drifting ice Station[j Met-oceon Buoy
* Hydrophone

C Codor

200 krm

Figure 5. The ice dynamics experiment and other arrays and buoys.
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Table 2. Breakdown of work commitments among platforms.

Hell-

Piforrn copt'ers .ork Days

Icebreaker 2 Synoptic CTD mapping in ice 22
Deploy and retrieve met-ocean array in ice 5
Deploy and retrieve three Cyclesondes 3
Help ice-strengthened ship in heavy ice conditions Up to 6
Microwave properties of sea ice and CODAR 6

Drifting ship in ice I Ice deformation and dynamics
Ice structure studies
Ice thermodynamics 42
Cyclesonde deployment and retrieval
Hydrophone deployment and retrieval
Microwave properties of sea ice and CODAR

Ice-strengthened ship Synoptic CTD mapping 5
Eddy CTD mapping 15-20
Upwelling 5
Bands and streamers 5
Detailed examination of ice front 5-10
Deploy and retrieve directional wave buoy 2

Open %kater ship Synoptic CTD mapping in open ocean 21
Eddy CTD mapping-fronts and upwelling 12
Deploy and retrieve two met-ocean arrays 4
Acoustic source 5

Submarine Sonar profiling-20 transects with longitudinal ties 10 for naval
Sound velocity profiling across fronts 20 for sub-
XBTs, CTD profiling across fronts mersible
Small-scale ice underside study (submersible only) 5

Aircraft SAR mapping-long range aircraft 20 flights
Correlative passive/active microwave data under dif- 15 flights

ferent environmental conditions
Combined meteorological/remote sensing aircraft for 20 flights
wind stress

Lagrangian grid moving with the ice plus several Figure 5 also shows what other instrumental ar-

mapping missions. The ice motion will be meas- rays can be expected to be in use in the ice or ocean

ured with about a 5- to 10-m accuracy in a 30-km- at any given moment.

diameter array using microwave transponders. Argos buoys are installed at 100-km intervals
The array will be established around the drifting throughout the ice-covered region of the box and

ice station, on which positions will be automatical- along the ice edge. Since differential ice drift will

ly recorded. At three of the transponder sites cause the buoy array to become heavily deformed

Cyclesondes will be deployed to remotely monitor during the experiment, some recoveries and/or

upper ocean salinity, temperature, and current further deployments may be necessary during the

profiles. In addition, recording accelerometers six weeks. The buoys record position, air tempera-

will be placed at at least three transponder sites. ture, and surface pressure, and can be installed by

An Argos buoy array with a position accuracy of parachute.
200 to 400 m will be deployed at radial distances of Met-ocean buoys make simultaneous meteoro-

about 100 km. The arrangement of the grid is logical and oceanic measurements at a single loca-

shown in Figure 5. tion. Buoys are employed both in the ice and in

Valuable supplementary data to the position open water. The buoy in open water is moored

measurements come from photographic and/or and has a string of current meters and thermo-

SAR coverage obtained primarily from aircraft, graphs as well as atmospheric sensors. This buoy

However, as a back-up, a helicopter can be used, will be relocated following the movement of the

which could combine photographic flights with ice. The buoy in the ice is installed through a floe

maintenance of the transponder array. and drifts with the pack, making the same mea-
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urit ients. Ihle open sea buoy canl be combined %mrail effect onl he Bering Sea NiIt, while thie V'ast
%iii ai directironal (liicliroll) ssavc buoy tol Conl- ( reen land ice is strongly coupled hothI to the L ast

tintiousi v mon ito r thie i ncomti ng di rectijonal a ae (ireenlanrd Cutr renti arnd to the break dossr of0 tilt
spect rum iti second pitch -roll buoy woulId he ini- cur rent into eddies. t hird, %%title miiuch of he
stalled close to thle ice edge by one of' (lhe shlips fr (ireenland Sca ice cover is mtultiyear ice w ich is
airborne S AR wsave experiments onlIy. [Three C y- ad vected int o thle region hoir the north %ui i ailh
clesondes are installed through ice floes by heli- all of' thle Bering Sea ice is hi t -yea ice formed
copter hrtil te dri ft ing ice station. coinrci dent sont of, fil te Ber inrg Sitrait . Despi te theset di U enP
w ill, thireec elements, ofl thle ice strainl array. Tao ences ,the two Mi Is h"Ia %e itialii cool) niori Ieat ii s.

Cvelesondces are installed in eddies or sItreamlers 0r whlich 'Ae discuss below.

at thle extremle ice edge. O ne is moored 0outside rite Iii thle fol lowinrg sctfions we 'i rstl sunmar i,' tire
ice edge, possibly connected to t lie open-sea met - atmospheric, oceanic, and sea ice hehas jor lin tire
oceanl buoy. Bering Sea. We then discuss iwo specilic hield es-

H sdrophones for tilie acoustic ex per iniient 5 are per irilent s, one a irned at understarid inrg the ice de -
iristralled 5 ito) 0kill from in le drift inrg ice statin. form at ion processes. ire oilier atl ucetesianrding
.Six are req u ired anrd r hey, remia in iii place tiiuh- regions of h'Iighi ice produnetion. Beca use mart\ of
out tile es peritile it . the research tools arid techniiques described ii Scc-

(( )lAR is at radar ,\ sterni used to sense surface t iou 2.2 will be cormn ito boith tire Greenlarnd
cun hcri har betsycel tilie ice and thle open water. and Bering Ni/s. tire presrit sectin coriceriates
It operates, onl a 50-ki base inte anrd has, poswer re- onl a desc ri ption (if rthe field e5piirrl s

cluirerieit iii i le kWV range. If Cf )IAI is it) be
used, it is onrly feasible to install the two (f)DAR 3.2 Background
eleinrents on t ire drift rig! Manned star ion and oil
onie o'file or her icebreakingL Ships, and to carry 3.2.1 Alnrospheric anrd o-eunic behavior
u occasional expelirnieni syhell thre two ships are The atmosphere provides the driving force for
ii the conrc cci ltie positiolis (i.e.. oii a line par - the most obvious MIZ processes. The predomi-

allel to thle ice edgie). nant winter weather over the Bering Sea consists
lit addition. sturace drifters, arid drogues canl be of cold northeasterly winds driven by the Aleutian

dleplo~cd ats part ol the openi sea prograrm, arid it low pressure system no the south or southeast and
would be s aluable to dleploy about 101 Sswallow the Siberian high pressure system to the northwest
bloats atl differerit dlepths jnst outside the ice edge. (Kondratiev et al., 1975; Overland, 1980). During

I able 2 surrirrari/es flie breakdowni of' work the November- February ice growth period, the
coriitit inu rrorg tile itrious, Nlatforms," cold northeasterly winds dominate with approxi-

mately twice-monthly interruption-, by warm
southerly winds caused by cyclones moving east-

3. 1 lit, BERINC SEKA E;XPERIMENT ward along the Aleutian Islands. Then from
March to June, the ice pack decays completely due

3.1 Introduction to increased frequency of storms and warm south-
1 lie tBel ing Sea ice cover has, at winter rmaximum erly winds.

areal extenitihat cos ers, nearly the entire Bering, Oceanograph7 conditions in the Bering MIZ
Sea corntiniental shelf (I ig. 61. In thie stmotmer tlie are uncertain. Most of the oceanographic data
regioni is icc-free. Because tie Bering shlfl is the taken on the Bering Sea shelf are from summer,
site (it a mnajor international fishery, at region while most winter data are only from the south-
0led lor offshore per roleurn development, tile eastern Bering Sea shelf (Hood and Calder, 1980).
principal habitat for ses eral large populations of' Winter data from other areas such as around St.
nlaroc rmarninials arnd seabirds, arid of' growing Lawrence and St. Matthew Islands have been
itnporrarice as% at iratisporrtatiorn route to western taken within the past one or two years, but have
arctic waters. there exis t aneied to understand thre not yet been fully analyzed.
Bering Sea MIZ piprhs With regard to ocean currents, the data from

While Bering Sea Nil/ processes have mruch iii the southeastern Bering Sea shelf show that the
conmmon with tire (ireenlarid Sea Nut. there are mean currents are weak and that the diurnal and
several imrportarnt regional diffecrences. First, the semi-diurnal tidal currents dominate the kinetic-
Bering Sea shelf has depthis bet weern about 20 anid energy spectrum. For the entire Bering Sea shelf,
150 imu, while the Greenland Sea NIh/ overlies rice- the most important feature is the mean annual
anic depths,. Second, ocean currents have only at Sverdrup flow through the Bering Strait; this
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feature is fed by the weak Alaskan Coastal Cur- Section I show that the Bering Sea ice "scrap-
rent. which appears to persist throughout the win- yard" has the following characteristics. First,
ter. In general, however, we expect that the mean propagation of ocean swell into the pack ice frac-
flows over the breadth of the shelf will be weak, lures, rafts, and ridges the ice so that the typical
with most of the current energy at tidal periods. floe diameter is IO m, with a I-to 5-i thickness,

With regard to salinity and temperature struc- compared to interior floe diameters of I to 10 km
ture, preliminary analysis by Muench (unpub- and 0.4 ni thickness. In one sense, the distance to
lished) of mid-winter 1981 data shows that the which this fracture /one extends into the ice inte-
water undei the winter ice edge was two-layered, rior, which varies from 10 to 1() kin, depending
with cold, low-salinity water overlying warmer, on weather conditions, is a nteasure of the MIZ
more saline water. North and south of this fea- width. Second, during periods of off-ice winds,
lure, the water was vertically homogeneous. Coin- the ice within the MI/ diverges (Muench and
cidence of the ice edge with this prominent hydro- Charnell, 1977), so that a previously compact ice
graphic feature suggests that they are physically edge develops into alternating regions of open
related. water and regions of high ice concentration, " here

the long axes of these features run approximately
3.2.2 Sea ice behavior perpendicular to the wind direction, and their

The behavior of the Bering Sea ice divides into width varies from I to 5 kin.
three phases: Third, the open water within the pack leads to a

I. Winter growth: December-February locally enhanced heat and moisture flux to the at-
2. Maximum extent: March mosphere which contributes to formation of roll
3. Spring decay: April-June clouds and roll vortices. By causing local conver-

Beginning in early winter, new ice forms in north- gence and divergence at the surface, these vortices
ern Bering regions such as the Gulf of Anadyr, on apparently limit the lateral scale of the divergent
the south side of St. Lawrence Island, and in ice strips to I to 10 km. Fourth, wind-waves form
northeastern Norton Sound. The predominantly on the open water features within the MIZ; the
cold, northeast winds then advect the ice south- combination of the wave radiation pressure and
eastward away from these coasts, forming polyn- the wind drag causes the bands of ice nearest the

as with very high ice production rates. As we edge to move southwest into warmer water. Un-
describe further below, the southward ice advec- published observations by Martin during the 1981
lion from these polynyas plays an important role Surveyor cruise show that the typical lifetime of
in the advance and maintenance of the ice edge such a band is 2 days, and that the band velocity is
position. 40% greater than the ice velocity in the pack inte-

As the air temperature rises during March- rior. Fifth, the non-uniform surface stress due to
June, ice production ceases and open water ap- the bands may cause development of internal
pears in the polynyas. At the same time, the south- waves which may, in turn, interact with the bands.
ern ice edge position remains app~roximately con- Finally, once the band or set of bands melts, the
,tant. This again supports the idea that ice is gen- existing ocean swell propagates farther into the ice
erated in the north and consumed in the south; interior, thus fracturing new ice and continuing
when the ice generation sites cease to produce ice, the above process.
they give way to increasing areas of open water. Physically, a major unknown in the MIZ is the
As decay progresses, the pack degenerates from a cause of the initial divergence of a compact ice
continuous cover to a few large collections of floes cover into alternating strips of ice and water. Once
called "ice massifs" which move about and slowly the divergence creates open water regions within
decay southwest of St. Lawrence Island. the pack, the subsequent development of the ice

The most important feature of the winter Bering bands from a combination of wind-wave radiation
Sea ice cover then is the apparent balance between stress and atmospheric roll vortices seems phys-
ice production in the northern, lee-shore polynyas, ically straightforward. Although as yet we have no
a wind-driven ice "conveyor belt" to the southern physical understanding of the cause of the initial
ice edge, and an "ice scrapyard" at the ice edge divergence, we suspect that the cause of this diver-
from the interaction of ocean swell and warm sea- gence is an interaction of wind and current forcing
water. These ideas follow Fay (1974), who first de- with the nonlinear sea ice rheology. Verification
scribed the "conveyor belt" in the Bering Sea, and of this suspicion, however, will depend on a com-
Wadhams (1981b), who used the "scrapyard" bination of numerical modeling and a specific
analogy to describe the east Greenland ice edge. winter ice deformation field experiment.
The various Bering Sea field experiments cited in Further, examination of satellite photographs
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of the ice in both the Sea of Okhotsk and the termination of incident directional swell from a di-
Greenland Sea shows a similar ice divergence. In rectional wave buoy deployed in open water.
addition, antarctic imagery, which is mostly f. Determination, from aircraft overflights dis-
cloudy, suggests that this MIZ is also divergent, cussed in more detail below, of the ice types,
Because the deformation of the Greenland Sea ice amount and orientation of open water areas, ice
is complicated by the presence of the East Green- deformation, and ice surface roughness within the
land Current and its eddies, we feel that the Bering experimental region.
Sea is the best site for an ice deformation experi- g. Determination of the salinity-temperature
ment. structure of the water column from the CTD ob-

Therefore, a study of the Bering Sea winter ice servations, including time-series to detect the pres-
processes may be broadly divided into two parts: ence of internal waves.
an ice dynamics and deformation experiment in
the MIZ, and an ice production experiment in the 3.3.1 Logistic-Ships
lee-shore polynyas. We anticipate that the defor- A system such as the Del Norte transponder sys-
mation experiment will be carried out in winter tem requires a transmitter-receiver unit on the
1983, and the polynya experiment in winter 1985. ship to record the buoy positions. Thus, we antici-
In the following we first describe the ice deforma- pate that to carry out this experiment would re-
lion experiment, then in lesser detail, the polynya quire at the minimum one icebreaker dedicated to
experiment, three weeks' work at the ice edge. This ship would

concentrate on the deployment and tracking of the
3.3 The ice edge dynamics experiment microwave transponders and the telemetry buoys.

The ice edge dynamics experiment is planned A second ice-strengthened, non-helicopter-
for February-March 1983, and will be a specific equipped ship operating in the open water near the
study of winter ice edge dynamics and deforma- ice edge would run CTI) sections and time-series,
tion. This experiment will concentrate on determi- deploy and track the radar buoys, and deploy and
nation of the ice response to wind, swell, currents, recover the directional wave-rider buoy. The sec-
and tidal forcing, with the goal of providing data ond ship would thus serve as an oceanographic
for a theoretical model of the MIZ. platform, while the icebreaker would record de-

The experiment will be carried out using the fol- formation of the interior ice features.
lowing equipment and platforms: moored over-
winter current meters in the vicinity of the MIZ, 3.3.2 Logistics-Aircraft
an icebreaker equipped with helicopters for the in- The remote sensing aircraft will gather data on
terior work, an ice-strengthened vessel without ice types, the amount and orientation of the open
helicopter for ice edge oceanography and band water areas, ice deformation, and ice surface
tracking, and remote sensing overflights, roughness. To make these measurements, as de-

Using these various platforms, we will carry out scribed in Section 2.2.5, we will rely on a combina-
the following operations: tion of imaging radar, laser profilometer, and si-

a. Deployment of a large-scale array of satellite- multaneous scatterometer and radiometer meas-
tracked position buoys over a 100-kin-square box. urements.

b. Deployment of a medium-scale (10 to 25 kin) Specifically, we recommend that the region be
array of microwave buoys which will be tracked reneatedly overflown and mapped with radar. In
by the ship, using a system such as the (old Re- order to identify the array, we would tag partic-
gions Research and Engineering laboratory ular floes with either large corner reflectors, such
(CRREL) Del Norte system. as were used on lar.d with the Seasat SAR (Gold-

c. Deployment of a small-scale (I to 10 km) ar- finge., 19K'I o, with active radar transponders.
ray of radar-transponder buoys, which %ill be Second, to provide direct measurement of the sur-
tracked with the ship's radar. lace roughness and open water along a track line,

d. Measurement, from moored curru:nt meters we recommend that laser overflights be run along
deployed at the beginning of the ice season and lines both parallel and perpendicular to the ice
picked up the following June, of currents and edge and along lines )f swell propagation. Third,
tides, to allow for ice type ilassification within the sur-

e. Measurement, from ice-mounted instruments veyed area, we recommend overflights with the
which will either record internally or else telemeter combination ol scatterometer and radiometer op-
back to the ship, of the wind, wave, and current erating at the same frequency following Living-
forces acting on the ice within the array. Also, de- stone et al. (1980) and NORSEX 1981b). These
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flights, combined with aerial photography and 1979 observations and during BESEX show that at

measurements of surface temperature, will permit, least 30 to 50% of the vertical extent of cores
for example, estimates of new ice growth within taken consisted of frazil ice, suggesting that the ice

the region. originated in a polynya.
To carry out an integrated field study of this

3.4 The polynya experimep! polynya will require a combination of over-winter

Analysis of satellite imagery shows that most ice moored current meters, deployment of air-drop-

formation in the winter Bering Sea occurs within pable buoys for ice motion, atmospheric surface

several relatively small polynyas, which have ex- pressure and temperature, a winter icebreaker

tremely high rates of air-sea heat exchange and cruise inside the polynya, and instrumented air-

subsequent ice formation. Also, Andersen ct al. craft overflights of the polynya. With this instru-
11980) show that the brine outflow from similar mentation, we would study mechanisms and rates

polynyas around the Arctic Basin may contribute of ice formation under low-temperature, high-

to deep water formation. The objective of a polyn- wind-speed conditions, effects of this ice produc-

ya field study, then, will be to determine the ice tion and the resultant brine exclusion on the un-

production rate and resultant oceanic salt flux as a derlying water, and effects of surface waves and

function of wind speed and air temperature. The currents on the ice production.

experiment should yield insight into the role of the
relatively small scale polynya dynamics on large 3.5 Timing of the experiments

scale ice production and deep water formation.
Martin (1981) summarizes the heat exchange 3.5.1 Pre/iminary investigations

and ice growth mechanisms in polynyas, and This work includes the winter 1979 and 1981

shows that the ice forms there as small crystals field work carried out primarily under the

called "frauil" ice. In the Beiing, these polynyas OCSEAP program. Analysis of the 1979 field trip

are located in the Gulf of Anadyr off Siberia, and is described in Pease (1980), Walter (1980), and

south of' Cape Prince of Wales and St. lawrence Bauer and Martin (1980). The 1981 field data are

Island in Alaska (Fig. 6). Similar polynvas also oc- presently being analyzed; we have begun to apply

cur in the Chukchi Sea, the Sea of Okhotsk, and existing numerical ice cover models (Hibler, 1979)

along both the Fast Greenland Coast and the An- to the MIZ using the data from BERING-81.

tarctic coast. Ihe St. [.asrence Island polytnya is Finally, there % !I be one additional CTD sursev

the simplest study area for the following reaons: of the MIZ in March 1982.

I) It is hounded on its upwind side by a tonal
coastline, Ahich will greatly simplify estimates of 3.5.2 The ice edge dynatnics e.xpleritnent

water, ice, and salt balances. 2) The region south This experiment will take place during the time

of St. Lawrence Island is one ot weak nontidal of maximum ice extent in mid-winter 1983 and will

currents. 3) Finally, available time aboard an focus upon air-ice-water interactions in the region

icebreaking vessel required for work in a polynya of ice disintegration and decay along the Bering

dictates our focusing upon the simplest large-scale ice edge.

polynya.
An additional reason for carrying out a polynya 3.5.3 The polvnt'a e.vperimnent

experiment is that there are thus far no measure- This experiment will take place during the peri-
ments of the atmospheric heat and momentum od of maximum ice extent in mid-winter 1984 or

flux at conditions of high winds (greater than 20 1985 and will focus upon air-ice-water interac-
knots or t0m s ') and low temperatures (less than tions in the St. Lawrence polynya, a major ice-

-20'C). Similarly, there are no analogous meas- production region in the northern Bering Sea.
urements of the resultant oceanic salt flux. The re-
sults of unpublished numerical and laboratory 3.5.4 Analysis and synthesis

modeling reveal that tIe ice production rate at 20 This phase will extend into 1985-86 and will in-

in s ' and -30'C is about 0. 1 m hr ' or 2 in day '. dude analysis of the data from the field programs,
The St. Lawrence polynya is on the order of I0' writing-up of results, and synthesis of the Bering
km in surface area; the Bering Sea area is on the MIZ results with incoming results from the Green-
order of 101 kin'. Therefore, to produce enough land Sea program.
ice in a continuously running polynya to cover the
entire Bering to I m depth would take about 40
days. Further, ice cores taken both during our
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